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Loose waves, ideal spirals, tight coils .. Featuring step-by-step directions for 60 fabulous styles
from Glamour Waves to a Dutch Plait, or Asymmetric Cornrow, Curls, Curls, Curls! With a useful
curl-type identification chart, in-depth curly care and attention section, and tips on the best tools
and items, this publication includes everything a woman must put her best curl forward.
Samantha Harris reveals the secrets to making them all look beautiful in this essential beauty
guide filled with illustrated guidelines and gorgeous photographs that make it easy to replicate
professional-level styles at home.. has looks for every lady and every curl.simply no two curls are
manufactured equal!
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This book has so much great information about how exactly to tame a curly mane This book has
so much great information about how exactly to tame a curly mane. I've fine, thin blond hair and
I've struggled with my locks since I was little. This would make a great gift for a teenager or pre-
teen, I eish somebody had given it to me at that age . Love the diverse faces and appears on
each page it's nice having the ability to read and understand how to produce each style. ...
Blogger Samantha Harris from You Tube released an excellent book of natural hairstyles Hair
Blogger Samantha Harris from You Tube released a great book of natural hair styles, products
and knowledge. The pictures are beautiful and the tutorials easy to follow. Highly recommended
for anybody that's looking for innovative and healthy ways to style your hair. The only problem I
got with this reserve is that the 1st handful of sections are literally about pony tails.. Been
watching her tutorials on youtube which .. I really like it! However, I must say i loved the
classifications of curly hair and I adored the rest of the styles! Impressed my 14 year previous
niece that's .. Awesome reserve. Been watching her tutorials on youtube which changed so
much with my locks, I was stoked to find out she had a publication.. Five Stars Great publication
love how they show step by step pictures Love her! Very modern. Awesome book. Impressed my
14 year previous niece that's not a girly girl! Two Stars Meh Love love love Love this book. I'm
learning so many new approaches for my crazy curls. Very little on short hair Very little on short
hair Simple Hairstyles, great tutorial The main reason I like this book is basically because I can
literally do each and every style in the pictures and I've no talent whatsoever! Thanks Samantha
for this book . Large pony, low pony, part pony. With guidelines. I found this to become a bit of a
waste materials of space because everyone understands how to execute a pony tail! Love her! I
have already tried several and they worked well. Four Stars Great reference looks good, got it for
my havnt fully read it,looks good,got it for my salon
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